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hans christian andersen andersen, hans christian (1805-1875) - a danish writer who is remembered as one of
the world’s greatest story-tellers. although most of his poems, novels, and dramas have been forgotten, his
fairy tales, (compiled 1835- 1872), have gained him lasting fame. fairy tales of hans christian andersen
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hans christian andersen was born in humble surroundings in odense, denmark, on 2 april, 1805, the son of a
shoemaker and a washerwoman. his father loved literature and encouraged young hans to write tales and put
on puppet shows. however, he died when hans was just 11, which meant that the boy was sent out fairy tales
of hans christian andersen - lionandcompass - the fairy tales of hans christian andersen have enchanted
children and adults alike for over a hundred and fifty years. the twelve stories in this new collection include old
favorites such as the nightengale, the ugly duckling, and the princess and the the history & significance of
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tales werenʼt written for children. their ... or perhaps hans christian andersen. the brothers grimm collected
their tales from peasants, and edited them to suit their audience. the grimm brothers saw that the tales
andersen, hans christian - glbtqarchive - regardless of andersen's own sexuality, "the ugly duckling," "the
little mermaid," and other tales of impossible and fatal loves have functioned as powerful allegories for queer
people of all kinds. bibliography andersen, hans christian. the diaries of hans christian andersen. patricia l.
conroy and sven h. rossel, folk and fairy tale collections - grimm’s fairy tales david borgenicht hans
christian anderson fairy tale classics hans christian anderson the helen oxenbury nursery story book helen
oxenbury hidden stories in plants anne pellowski the illustrated treasury of fairy tales ed. t. a. kennedy in a
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